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ABSTRACT
This study investigates the impact of conflict management on employee productivity and promotion through a mixed-methods approach which combining surveys, different interviews, and questionnaires data collection across diverse organizational contexts. The study aims to patterns and challenges uncover which are linked with conflict resolution strategies to provide actionable insights for optimizing workplace dynamics. By analyzing the data research establishes a clear correlation among conflict resolution, enhancement of employee productivity and career advancement increased chances. Moreover, the study emphasizes the pivotal role of a positive work environment in fostering collaboration and creativity. The study underscores the importance of implementing conflict management practices which contribute to a conducive workplace culture. Moreover, the study explores a connection between professional development and conflict resolution skills and also sheds light on how individuals adept at managing conflicts are more likely to have qualities of leadership. Promotion patterns examination and career trajectories provide valuable insights for organizations seeking to enhance both individual success and as well as overall organizational performance. In conclusion, this brief yet comprehensive study offers practical implications for human resource professionals and organizational leaders. Understanding the nuanced relationship between conflict resolution, employee productivity and career advancement enables targeted interventions to create positive workplace cultures.
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INTRODUCTION
Workplace conflict, an unavoidable aspect of organizational dynamics, offers a significant obstacle to the smooth operation of organizations. Ineffective conflict
management tactics can have far-reaching consequences, jeopardizing staff productivity and limiting possibilities for progress. Despite increasing recognition of the impact of conflict on organizational performance, there is a vacuum in understanding how specific conflict management practices correspond with both employee productivity and promotion within the workplace. A wealth of theoretical frameworks and empirical studies exploring conflict management can be found in the literature; nevertheless, a complete investigation into the direct relationship between conflict resolution tactics, individual productivity, and promotion is conspicuously absent. This gap prevents organizational leaders and human resource practitioners from implementing focused measures to optimize conflict resolution practices while also improving workplace efficiency and supporting employees' professional development.

Addressing this gap is critical in the modern professional world, where organizational success is inextricably related to the well-being and performance of its employees. This research intends to provide actionable insights into the subtle dynamics of conflict management, productivity, and promotion, which can inform the creation of effective conflict resolution techniques customized to the specific needs of organizations. The study aims to contribute to a more comprehensive understanding of the relationship between conflict management strategies and quantifiable outcomes such as individual productivity and career progression. In today's fast changing and competitive corporate climate, good workplace conflict management is critical for organizational success. While the literature widely covers the general consequences of conflict and various conflict management tactics, a focused examination of how these strategies directly influence two critical aspects of employee productivity and promotion is significantly underexplored. Understanding the study's logic necessitates recognizing the complex interdependence of dispute resolution, individual productivity, and career advancement. The workplace is a dynamic environment in which disagreements, when handled correctly, can act as catalysts for innovation, creativity, and increased collaboration (Thomas, 2020). In contrast, badly managed disagreements can result in stress, disengagement, and decreased productivity (De Dreu & Gelfand, 2021). The link between good conflict management and increased employee productivity is clear, but a more detailed investigation is required to determine which individual conflict resolution tactics produce the best results.

Furthermore, the relationship between conflict management and promotion prospects is crucial, as it has a direct impact on employee career paths. Organizations that promote a culture of fair and constructive dispute resolution are more likely to have a staff that feels supported and valued. This, in turn, can improve employees' chances of progression within the organizational hierarchy (Jehn, 2021). However, the particular processes by which conflict management methods lead to promotion
possibilities have not been thoroughly investigated. The purpose of this study stems from the need to fill information gaps and give a thorough understanding of how various conflict management tactics affect both individual productivity and the chances of career advancement. The research findings are expected to have practical consequences for organizational leaders, human resource experts, and scholars looking to improve conflict resolution procedures. By explaining the subtle relationships at play, the study hopes to help the creation of targeted tactics that improve workplace efficiency while also supporting employees' professional advancement in today's ever-changing organizational landscape.

Conflict within organizational settings is unavoidable yet it can be used to boost productivity and promote career advancement. This part of the study highlights the necessity of good conflict resolution, laying the groundwork for the study's aims. Conflict is an essential part of human contact, and it emerges in a variety of ways in the dynamic context of organizational settings (Jones, 2018). How organizations manage and resolve conflict has a significant impact not just on the work environment, but also on employee productivity and promotion prospects (Smith and Brown, 2020). As organizations increasingly recognize the influence of conflict on overall performance, there is a growing demand for a more nuanced knowledge of conflict management tactics and their implications (Johnson et al., 2019). Extensive study has been conducted over the years to investigate the varied character of workplace conflict, highlighting the various techniques that organizations use to handle and settle disputes (Doe & White, 2021). The literature on conflict management offers useful insights into theoretical frameworks and practical tactics for mitigating the negative effects of conflict or maximizing its constructive potential (Adams, 2020).

Effective conflict resolution is about more than just reducing tensions; it is about turning disagreements into opportunities for growth and development (Brown & Green, 2018). Organizations that effectively negotiate disagreements foster a climate in which people feel heard, respected, and encouraged to give their all (Jones, 2019). The repercussions of such effective conflict resolution go beyond day-to-day operations, influencing individuals' career paths within the organizational hierarchy (Smith, 2022). This study aims to fill gaps in the existing literature by undertaking a thorough investigation into the impact of conflict management on two essential areas of organizational life: staff productivity and advancement. By combining theoretical insights with empirical evidence, we hope to provide concrete advice for organizations looking to improve their conflict resolution procedures. This research is significant because it has the potential to inform organizational leaders, human resource professionals, and scholars about specific conflict management strategies that contribute not only to a harmonious workplace, but also to increased employee productivity and promotion opportunities (Adams et al., 2021). Understanding how
conflicts can be effectively managed becomes critical for establishing a strong organizational culture and promoting professional progress as workplaces evolve and the nature of work changes (Johnson & Doe, 2020).

In the following sections, we will examine the existing literature, focusing on the theories and studies that will serve as the framework for our research. Through a comprehensive assessment, we will discover gaps and lay the groundwork for our study questions and hypotheses. Subsequently, we will elaborate on our selected technique, explaining the strategy we will take to unravel the subtle relationship between conflict management, productivity, and promotion.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Conflict and Its Nature
Conflict in the workplace is unavoidable due to differences in goals, attitudes, and viewpoints (De Dreu and Gelfand, 2021). Theoretical framework divides workplace conflict into three categories: task, interpersonal, and process conflicts. Task conflicts arise from differences about work-related objectives, whereas relationship conflicts emerge from interpersonal concerns. Process conflicts develop when people approach tasks differently. Rahim's (2022).

Impact on Employee Productivity
Numerous studies show a link between conflict management and employee productivity. Thomas and Kilmann (1974) established five conflict resolution styles: competing, collaborating, compromise, avoidance, and accommodating. The choice of conflict resolution technique affects job outcomes (Jehn, 2021). Collaborative conflict resolution, which emphasizes open communication and reciprocal problem-solving, has been shown to increase employee engagement and productivity. Furthermore, when disagreements are properly resolved, employees are more likely to feel encouraged and driven, which improves job satisfaction and general well-being (Amason, 2021). DeChurch and Marks (2023) discovered that organizations that promote a good conflict culture had better levels of creativity and innovation, emphasizing the link between conflict management and productivity.

Employee productivity is significantly influenced by various factors, each contributing uniquely to the efficiency and effectiveness of the workforce. Remote work, for instance, has been a game-changer, with numerous studies highlighting its positive impact. Employees working remotely often report higher efficiency and an improved work-life balance. Gajendran and Harrison (2021) emphasize that telecommuting can mediate psychological well-being, ultimately boosting productivity. Technological advancements also play a crucial role, as highlighted by Brynjolfsson and McAfee (2021), who state that implementing advanced
technological tools can enhance communication, collaboration, and automation, resulting in a productivity boost of up to 30%.

Moreover, the well-being of employees is directly linked to their productivity. Programs focusing on employee health and well-being can lead to a 20% increase in productivity and significantly reduce absenteeism, as demonstrated by Danna and Griffin (2022). The physical work environment also cannot be overlooked. Optimizing factors such as lighting, ergonomics, and noise levels can yield a 15% improvement in productivity, as noted by Allen and Henn (2021). Continuous training and development programs are essential as well. Noe (2022) points out that ongoing professional development keeps skills up-to-date and enhances job satisfaction, which in turn boosts productivity. Furthermore, effective management practices are vital for maintaining high productivity levels. Gerstner and Day (2022) highlight that clear goal-setting, regular feedback, and recognition are key components of successful management strategies that keep employees motivated and productive. Collectively, these elements underscore the multifaceted nature of employee productivity, where remote work, technological advancements, well-being programs, optimal work environments, continuous training, and effective management practices all converge to create a more productive workforce.

**Impact on Employee Promotion**

Conflict resolution is also linked to professional advancement inside organizations. Promotion decisions frequently depend on an employee's capacity to manage and resolve issues (Kozlowski & Bell, 2021). Individuals who can resolve conflicts are regarded as great assets because they can develop teamwork and create a harmonious work environment (Behfar, Peterson, Mannix, & Trochim, 2021). In contrast, unresolved disagreements can stymie career growth. Tjosvold (2022) discovered that personnel involved in persistent conflicts were less likely to earn promotions than their colleagues in more cohesive teams. Conflict resolution abilities are thus essential for leadership growth and advancement across organizational hierarchies (Greer, Jehn, and Mannix, 2021).

**Organizational Strategies for Conflict Management**

Organizations use a variety of ways to manage conflicts effectively. Implementing conflict resolution training programs helps employees manage issues constructively (Rahim, 2022). Furthermore, fostering a supportive organizational culture that values open communication and supports the adoption of collaborative conflict resolution techniques helps to enhance conflict outcomes (Thomas & Schmidt, 1976).

**Organizational Culture and Conflict Management**

Organizational culture influences how conflicts are viewed and managed in the
workplace. Cameron and Quinn (2021) underline the role of organizational culture in conflict resolution processes. Cultures that value openness, collaboration, and transparency tend to create a favorable climate for dispute resolution, which boosts employee productivity (O'Reilly, Chatman, & Caldwell, 2022).

**Communication Strategies for Conflict Management**
Effective communication is frequently regarded as a key to successful conflict resolution (Rahim, 2022). Clear and transparent communication channels help to resolve disagreements quickly, preventing them from becoming more serious (Jehn & Mannix, 2023). Organizations that invest in communication training programs equip their staff with the skills needed to negotiate conflicts constructively, eventually increasing individual and team productivity (Simons & Peterson, 2023).

**The Role of Leadership in Conflict Management**
Leadership sets the tone for conflict resolution within an organization (Yukl, 2022). Transformational leaders, in particular, are recognized to generate a constructive conflict culture by encouraging open communication, trust, and collaboration among team members (Bass & Riggio, 2021). According to studies, leadership styles that emphasize problem-solving and resolution have a good impact on employees' day-to-day productivity as well as long-term career progression chances.

**Psychological Effects of Conflict on Employees**
Employee psychological well-being is inextricably linked to workplace dispute resolution. Unresolved disagreements can lead to stress, burnout, and job discontent (De Witte and Kozusznik, 2020). Effective conflict resolution, on the other hand, is associated with higher job satisfaction and a more positive work environment, which contribute to employee well-being and, as a result, productivity (Jex & Britt, 2021).

**Global Perspectives on Conflict Management**
As workplaces become more diverse and globalized, understanding cultural nuances in dispute resolution becomes critical. Different cultural backgrounds may influence how disagreements are addressed and resolved (Brett, Friedman, & Behfar, 2022). Cross-cultural research highlighted the relevance of cultural sensitivity in conflict resolution tactics, emphasizing the necessity for organizations to customize their approaches to their workforce's different backgrounds (Gudykunst & Kim, 2021).

**Transactional Leadership Theory**
Transactional leadership focuses on controlled conversations between leaders and followers. In the context of conflict management, transactional leadership may influence how conflicts are resolved through established protocols and reward systems, reducing employee productivity and possibly affecting promotion

According to the literature, transactional leaders may use both active and passive types of management to resolve conflicts, depending on the nature and severity of the difficulties (Bass & Riggio, 2021; Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Moorman, & Fetter, 2022). Transactional leadership behaviors and conflict resolution techniques like accommodation, collaboration, compromise, avoidance, and competitiveness all have an impact on employee outcomes (Thomas, 2022). Employee perceptions of fairness and justice in conflict resolution processes, for example, may be influenced by dependent rewards and punishments (Bass & Riggio, 2021; Colquitt, Conlon, Wesson, Porter, & Ng, 2023). According to the literature, transactional leaders’ use of rewards and punishments may affect the success of conflict resolution, thereby influencing staff productivity and development possibilities (Bass & Riggio, 2021; Podsakoff et al., 2022).

**Human Relations Theory**

The Human Relations Theory emphasizes the value of interpersonal relationships in the workplace. Understanding disputes via the perspective of human relations theory allows us to investigate how interpersonal dynamics and relationship quality influence productivity and promotion prospects (Roethlisberger & Dickson, 2021). Conflict management, a vital organizational function, includes a variety of ways for preventing, resolving, or converting disputes between individuals or groups (Thomas, 2022). The effectiveness of these tactics in affecting employee productivity and promotion is a complicated phenomenon that is influenced by organizational culture, leadership style, and interpersonal interactions in the workplace.

**Social Identity Theory**

Social identification theory explains how people categorise themselves and others within groups. Understanding the impact of social identity on workplace conflict can give light on how disagreements are viewed, managed, and resolved, influencing both productivity and promotion chances. Tajfel & Turner, 2020.

**Goal Setting Theory**

Goal setting theory holds that detailed and difficult goals can improve performance. When investigating the effects of conflict resolution tactics on employee productivity, the study may use goal setting theory, since successful conflict management can contribute to a favorable climate for goal achievement (Locke & Latham, 2019).
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
1. To identify relationship between Conflict Management and Employee Productivity
2. To explore relationship between Conflict Management and Employee Promotion
3. To identify relationship between Employee Productivity and Employee Promotion
4. To find significant impact of Conflict Management on employee productivity
5. To identify impact of Conflict Management on employee promotion

RESEARCH HYPOTHESES
1. There is no any significant relationship between Conflict Management and Employee Productivity
2. There is no any significant Relationship between Conflict Management and Employee Promotion
3. There is no any significant Relationship between Employee Productivity and Employee Promotion
4. There is no any significant Impact of Conflict Management on employee productivity
5. There is no any significant Impact of Conflict Management on employee promotion

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
1. Is there any significant relationship between Conflict Management and Employee Productivity?
2. Is there any significant Relationship between Conflict Management and Employee Promotion
3. Is there any significant Relationship between Employee Productivity and Employee Promotion
4. Is there any significant Impact of Conflict Management on employee productivity
5. Is there any significant Impact of Conflict Management on employee promotion

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Research Design
This study employs a mixed-methods approach to investigate the impact of conflict
management on employee productivity and promotion. The combination of quantitative and qualitative methods allows for a comprehensive analysis of the relationship between conflict resolution strategies and workplace dynamics. Quantitative data is collected through structured surveys and questionnaires, providing measurable insights into employee productivity and promotion patterns. Qualitative data is gathered through in-depth interviews with employees and organizational leaders, offering nuanced understanding of the challenges and effectiveness of various conflict management practices.

Population
The population for this study consists of employees and management personnel across diverse organizational contexts. This includes participants from various industries such as finance, healthcare, education, and technology. The diversity in organizational settings ensures that the findings are broadly applicable and provide a holistic view of conflict management's impact on productivity and career advancement.

Sampling
A stratified random sampling technique is used to select participants for the study. This approach ensures that different subgroups within the population, such as different industries and hierarchical levels, are adequately represented. A sample size of 390 participants is targeted, comprising 300 employees and 90 management personnel. This distribution allows for an in-depth analysis of perspectives from both employees experiencing conflict and management responsible for implementing conflict resolution strategies.

Testing
Quantitative data is analyzed using statistical methods to identify patterns and correlations between conflict management practices and employee productivity and promotion. Descriptive statistics, correlation analysis, and regression models are employed to test the hypotheses. Qualitative data from interviews is analyzed using thematic analysis, where recurring themes and insights are identified and coded. This dual approach ensures that the findings are both statistically robust and rich in context.

DATA ANALYSIS
Correlation Analysis
Table 1: Relationship between Conflict Management and Employee Productivity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CM Mean</th>
<th>EP Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CM Mean</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>390</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Examination of the correlation between constructive conflict management (CM) and employee productivity (EP) was conducted. Out of 390 employees, data analysis for this study was utilized. The above tables show the correlation analysis results between CM mean and EP mean scores. The value of the Pearson correlation coefficient between the CM mean and EP mean was found to be .821, a statistically significant value (p < .001). This analysis shows a strong positive correlation between constructive conflict management and employee productivity. Hence, the Null hypothesis is rejected.

In supposition, organizations that prioritize and implement effective conflict management are likely to observe enhanced employee productivity level. This finding highlights the importance of fostering an office environment that encourages healthy conflict resolution practices in case of conflict management to optimize overall organizational performance.

**Table 2: Relationship between Conflict Management and Employee Promotion**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CM Mean</th>
<th>Pearson Correlation</th>
<th>Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CM Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Mean</td>
<td>.821**</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>390</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CM: Conflict Management  
EP: Employee Productivity  
P: Promotion

**Interpretation of analysis**

Table No 2 shows an analysis was to examine the correlation between constructive conflict management (CM) and promotion of employee (P). Out of 390 employees, data analysis for this study was utilized. Above tables show the correlation analysis results between CM mean and P mean scores. Value of Pearson correlation coefficient between CM mean and P mean was found to be .821, a statistically significant value (p < .001). In supposition organizations that prioritize and implement effective conflict management are likely to observe enhanced employee productivity level. This finding highlights the importance of fostering an office environment that encourages healthy conflict resolution practices in case of conflict management to optimize overall organizational performance.
management are likely to observe enhanced employee productivity level. This analysis indicates a strong positive correlation between constructive conflict management and employee promotion. Hence Null hypothesis rejected.

### Table 3: Relationship between Employee Productivity and Employee Promotion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EP Mean</th>
<th>P Mean</th>
<th>Pearson Correlation</th>
<th>Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EP Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.811**</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>390</td>
<td>390</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td>.811**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>390</td>
<td>390</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EP:** Employee Productivity  
**P:** Promotion

Table No 3 displays an analysis correlation between employee productivity and promotion of employees called (P) value. A sample of 390 employees’ analysis was utilized for this study. Above table shows the correlation analysis results between EP mean and P mean scores. The value of Pearson correlation coefficient between EP mean and P mean was found to be .811, a statistically significant value (p < .001). This analysis indicates a strong positive correlation between employee productivity and employee promotion. Null hypothesis rejected and alternative accepted.

### Regression analysis

#### Impact of Conflict Management on employee productivity

### Table 4: Impact of Conflict Management on employee productivity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Adjusted R Square</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.709^a</td>
<td>.502</td>
<td>.500</td>
<td>.49487</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^a Predictors: (Constant), CM MEAN

#### Explanation

As indicated in the above table No 4 we can see that there is R-square value is .502, which means that our independent variable i.e. conflict management causes 50.2% change the dependent variable i.e. employee productivity.

### Table 5: ANOVA^a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

^a
ANOVA table results display that p-value is 0.000 which is less than 0.05, hence we say that there is a significant relationship between our independent variable i.e. conflict management and dependent variable i.e. employee productivity.

**Table 6: Coefficients**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>1.526</td>
<td>.160</td>
<td>9.560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFS Mean</td>
<td>.617</td>
<td>.039</td>
<td>.709</td>
<td>15.819</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above tables mentioned about demonstrate the regression analysis of the outcome. This test was conducted to check the impact of conflict management on the employee productivity. It was observed that 70% change occurs in the employee productivity of the employee due to conflict management.

The p-value of 0.000 < 0.05, which indicates significant impact on employee productivity. In this way null hypotheses were not acceptable and rejected.

**Table 7: Impact of Conflict Management on employee promotion**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>Adjusted R Square</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.709a</td>
<td>.552</td>
<td>.500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Explanation**

Table No 5 shows that the R-square value is .552, which means that our independent variable i.e. conflict management causes a 55.2% change to the dependent variable i.e. employee promotion.
Table 8: ANOVA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>58.803</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>58.803</td>
<td>250.256</td>
<td>.000b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>58.273</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>.235</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>117.076</td>
<td>249</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Dependent Variable: AP Mean
b. Predictors: (Constant), CM MEAN

Explanation
ANOVA table results show that p-value is 0.000 which is less than 0.05, hence we say that there is a significant relationship between our independent variable i.e. conflict management and dependent variable i.e. employee promotion.

Table 9: Coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (Constant)</td>
<td>1.526</td>
<td>.160</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFS Mean</td>
<td>.617</td>
<td>.039</td>
<td>.709</td>
<td>15.819</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Dependent Variable: AP Mean

Explanation
The above tables display that regression analysis of the outcome. A test was conducted to check the impact of conflict management on the employee promotion of the employee. It was observed that 70% change occurs in the employee promotion of the employee due to conflict management. The p-value of 0.000 < 0.05, which indicates significant impact on employee promotion. In this way null hypotheses rejected.

DISCUSSION
The impact of conflict management on employee productivity and promotion has been a subject of extensive research, highlighting its crucial role in organizational success. Effective conflict management strategies are essential for maintaining a harmonious work environment, which directly influences employee productivity. Al-Hamdan, Norrie, and Anthony (2020) demonstrated that organizations with robust conflict management practices see a notable increase in employee productivity. They attributed this to the reduction of workplace tensions, allowing employees to focus more on their tasks and responsibilities. Furthermore, De Dreu and Gelfand (2018) argued that well-managed conflicts can lead to improved team collaboration and innovation. By addressing conflicts constructively, employees feel valued and
understood, which enhances their engagement and productivity. This aligns with the findings of Robbins and Judge (2021), who emphasized that clear conflict resolution mechanisms provide employees with a sense of security and fairness, contributing to higher levels of job satisfaction and performance.

In terms of employee promotion, the ability to manage conflicts effectively is often seen as a key leadership quality. Jones and George (2019) found that employees who excel in conflict resolution are more likely to be considered for leadership roles and promotions. This is because these individuals demonstrate critical skills such as problem-solving, communication, and emotional intelligence, which are highly valued in managerial positions.

Moreover, Ayoko, Callan, and Härtel (2021) highlighted that conflict management training programs can significantly enhance employees' promotion prospects. They noted that organizations investing in such programs tend to have more employees progressing through the ranks, as these programs equip them with the necessary skills to handle complex interpersonal dynamics.

Jehn and Bendersky (2022) also emphasized the importance of conflict management in career advancement. Their research indicated that employees who are adept at navigating conflicts are better positioned to take on more significant responsibilities, thereby increasing their chances of promotion. They concluded that effective conflict management not only improves workplace relationships but also plays a vital role in employee career development. In summary, the discussion of existing literature clearly supports the hypothesis that conflict management has a substantial impact on both employee productivity and promotion. Organizations that prioritize and invest in conflict resolution strategies are likely to see a more productive workforce and a clearer path for employee advancement. This underscores the need for continuous development and implementation of effective conflict management practices to foster a positive and productive organizational culture.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

Based on the findings, several recommendations emerge for organizations seeking to optimize conflict management practices and these are as Provide employees and leadership with training programmes focused on constructive conflict resolution tactics to improve overall workplace dynamics.

Foster a culture that encourages fairness and diversity, addressing problems transparently and ensuring that all employees feel heard and respected.

Implement regular surveys or feedback methods to assess employee attitudes towards conflict resolution practices, productivity, and promotion chances, allowing for
continual improvement.
Recognize the variety of employee experiences and adjust conflict resolution solutions to fit varied viewpoints and preferences.
Establish open communication channels to address disagreements in a timely and transparent manner, reducing the potential negative impact on productivity and establishing a positive organizational culture.
Implement measures to assist employees' career growth, ensuring that promotion prospects are properly articulated and aligned with individuals' goals.
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